The Double-Pushout Approach A rule r = L ← K → R consists of two inclusions K → L and K → R over graphs with possibly unlabelled nodes (where unlabelled nodes satisfy certain conditions).
A direct derivation G ⇒ r,g H consists of two natural pushouts as follows:
. . . where g : L → G is injective.
Given r and g, G ⇒ r,g H exists iff g satisfies the dangling condition: no node in g(L) − g(K) must be incident to an edge in
Graph Transformation Problem (GTP)
Given:
A graph class C and a C-preserving rule r.
Input:
A graph G in C. Output: The set {H | G ⇒ r H}.
Cost of GTP for r = L ← K → R is dominated by the cost of finding injections g: L → G.
Graph Matching Problem (GMP):

Given:
Input:
A graph G in C.
Time complexity for GMP: O(|G| |L| )
Rooted Graph Transformation r = L ← K → R and graph class C conform to Condition I if there exists root label ̺ ∈ C V and a bound b ≥ 0 and s.t:
• L contains a unique ̺-labelled node from which every node is reachable.
• For every graph G in C:
• exactly one node in G is labelled with the root label ̺ • the out-degree of every node in G bounded by b
Edge Enumeration
An edge enumeration of a rooted rule r = L ← K → R is a sequence of edges e 1 , . . . , e n such that:
• For each e i either 1. the source of e i is labelled with the root label ̺ or 2. there exists j < i such that the target of e j is the source of e i .
Note: By Condition I there exists an edge enumeration for r.
Graph Matching Algorithm
The algorithm solves the GMP for a rule r and graph G ∈ C conforming to Condition I. It assumes an edge enumeration e 1 , . . . , e n of r.
A 0 ⇐ partial injection matching only the root node for i = 1 to n do if target of e i has not been matched then A i ⇐ partial injections extending those in A i−1 by e i and its target node else A i ⇐ partial injections extending those in A i−1 by e i
Correctess follows inductively from the fact that each iteration i finds all partial injections matching edges e 1 , . . . , e i .
Complexity of GMP Under Condition I
Theorem: Algorithm terminates in time Σ n i=0 b i under Condition I. Proof: To construct A i , each iteration i extends the partial injections in A i−1 with edge e i . By the out-degree bound in Condition I, each morphism can be extended in at most b ways, so each iteration takes at worst time b|A i−1 |.
Recursively expanding the sum over all iterations gives an upper time bound of:
Also, the maximum size of the resulting set A n is b n . Condition II r = L ← K → R and graph class C conform to Condition II if there exists a root label ̺ such that:
Graph Transformation in
• L contains a unique ̺-labelled node from which each node is reachable.
• exactly one node in G is labelled with the root label ̺ • distinct edges outgoing from the same node have distinct labels
Note: Condition II implies Condition I: choose b as the size of C E . The converse does not hold in general.
Complexity of GMP and GTP under Condition II
Theorem: Under Condition II, the graph matching algorithm requires time n|C E | + 1, and solving the GTP requires time n|C E | + 1 + 4|r|.
Proof: As edges from a node must be distinctly labelled, at iteration i each morphism in set A i−1 can be extended in only one way. Expanding as before gives:
The time bound for the GTP follows as before.
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Recognition of Graph Languages
A signature Σ = C, ̺, type consists of a label alphabet C, root label ̺, and mapping type: C V → 2 C E . A graph is a Σ-graph if
• it contains a unique ̺-labelled root,
• nodes have only out-edges permitted by the type mapping,
• distinct out-edges have distinct labels.
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Graph Reduction Specification (GRS) GRS Σ, R, Acc :
• Σ is a graph signature,
• R is a finite set of rooted Σ-graph preserving reduction rules, and • Acc, a Σ-graph, is the accepting graph for the reduction system A GRS recognises the language L = {G | G ⇒ * R Acc} of Σ-graphs.
Extension with a set C N of nonterminal labels: L = {G | G ⇒ * R Acc} and G is terminally labelled.
Note: Σ-graphs and GRSs conform to Condition II Graph Transformation in Constant Time -p. 13/2
Example: GRS for Cyclic Lists
